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A ~ s w ~ K -  The use of' wireless and mobile devices is espanding 
worldwide; with, a growing eagerness to find new and useful ways 
to apply mobile technologies. New applications, as mobile ticket- 
ing, can benefit of mobile-payment facility. This paper aims to 
provide a mobile ticketing system design for PDA, scalable to 
other mobile devices, presenting a wireless weaknesses overview 
and security building blocks for mobile ticket and mobile pay- 
ment relying on 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The explosion of Inteiiiet -based information has made con- 
sumers much niore familiar with nontraditional ways to shop 
for goods and services, (e.g. Aniazon.com, eBay and Expe- 
din.coni) attesting that consiiniers are very much interested in 
shopping and t"ting via electronic media. 

The progression of these two phenomena has very naturally 
led to a converged idea: the desire to initiate and complete 
transactions via a mobile device. The concept is a very easy 
one for many mobile users to accept; there is almost a knee- 
jerk response that stich a portable means of shopping and pay- 
ment would be much more convenient than traditional cash- 
based or card -based methods. 

Based on these parameters, it is expected that the transzc- 
tion value of ni-payments performed follows Figure 1: 

I:,> i 1. 5 %  n.. 

particular service and mobile ticketing is its electronic realiza- 
tion with the help of mobile device. Potential applications of' 
this service include transportation (flights, trains, boats, ferries, 
buses, trams), events (Concerts, theatres, fairs, museums, sports 
events), facilities (Gyms, solariums) 

Mobile ticketing is mainly composed of 2 building blocks: 
mobile ticket provider application and payment system facility 
relying on. The payment choice mainly depends on payment 
size and expected target client mobile equipment. 

One cf the niost important issues is related to the security 
mechanism underlying the enabling technologes for mobile 
application underlying financial transaction, actually big con- 
ceiii for scominerce coiisuniers, merchant and issuers [ 2 ] ,  Se- 
curity, with ease of use, costs and universally availability, is 
absolutely critical to the success of any mobile ebusiness. A 
number of technologies and solutions already exist that can 
form the basis of a wireless security architecture: on these, rew 
threats and risks of mobile e-business are pending. 

Even if payment aspect of ticketing has to be considered 
independent by the ticketing aspect, this paper focuses on secu- 
rity layer viable for both application building blocks. 

11. CONTRIBUl'ION OF THIS WORK AND ROADMAP 

The contributions of this paper are the following: ( I )  pic- 
sent a mobile ticketing application system design, based on cel- 
lular network and Bluetooth, with regard to payment system (2) 
identify the vulnerabilities of such an architecture, ( 3 )  address 
the security issues that arise with regard to the payment system, 
showing different possible solution viable for actual mobile 
systems focusing on the GSM/GPRS link, based on state of the 
art mobile payment standards (e.g. VISA 3D, MeT, Radicchio); 
Finally, I will draw conclusions. 

1 1 1 .  WIRELESS SECURITY THREATS 

Mitigating design flaws in a security architecture is hard 
work. While mitigating iniplementation flaws, such as buffer 
overflows, usually involves only few lines of code, mitigating 
design flaws often involves redesign of the system architecture. 

For this reason it's important to address security issues with 
a detailed analysis of vulnerabilities of the architecture chosen 
in system design Ffiase. As noted in [3] adding security or fix- 
ing poorly design security in wireless networks after the fact is 
often impossible. 

Figure I .  Prqjected Ml'ayinents Geographic Market Size by Transaction 
Value (Gartner Rcmich) 

One of lllobile applications, possibly relying on mobile 
payment, is represented by mobile ticketing. Following the 
definition in [ l ] ,  a ticket is a proof of accessiusage rights to a 
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The range arid nature of the threats will vary hugely cl?- 
pcnding on each application and the environment i n  which it 
operates. As rule of thumb, it is difficult to assure the confiden- 
tiality and integrity of data as it is exchanged over wireless data 
networks involving many different third parties. At the mo- 
ment, mobile devices security capabilities, as new interfaces to 
e-business applications, are severely restricted. Furthermore the 
i-apid development of new mobile technology means that it is  
not always mature or suitably verified for security. There is 
also 3 lack of standards for user and device authentication, as 
detai led further, executable content security and stored data se- 
curity. 

However, the Figure 2. illustrates some of the typical 
threats a id  challenges that mobile e-business presents: 

C 

Figure 2. Wireless \ulnembilities 

Malicious or careless behaviors pose first vulnerability on 
A-point. Lesson learnt from military security experience 
teaches that even the highest quality locks offer virtually no 
protection against the hands of a legitimate user. For this rea- 
son and for Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) individual use 
these concems are likely the most difficult to solve, as cm- 
fimied by Gaitner research, saying that, through 2005, 85 p a -  
cent of wireless security incidents will be device-related rather 
than over -the-air related. 

Than, on B point, weak user authentication controls, as 
passwold, can be a threat. 111 fact, initial access code or pass- 
word o n  wirelcss devices can often be deactivated by the user 
and allow unauthorized access to applications and data. Fur- 
thermore, password authentication has at lcast 10 vulnerabili- 
ties (Dictionary Attack, Van Eck phreaking, Social engineering 
etc). The C point denotes that the ,devices is insecure, because 
of inany weaknesses as 

Over The Air (OTA) remote configuration facilities, 
tindocuinented APIs or software bugs that could be a- 
ploited and abused. 

Virtis risks due to variety and immaturity of wireless 
devices, operating systems, applications and network 
technologies as well as the size of the user base in- 
creases the threat of virus and malicious code attacks; 

SIM card duplication risk. If application security is 
based on user authentication to the device (from the 
SIM) then it will also be possible to masquerade as a 
genuine user; 

Device or theft or loss risk, since mobile devices gen- 
erally have very limited security features built in, los- 
ing them also means that sensitive corporate or pa- 
sonal data may be disclosed, 

Loss of data risk, if a device malfhctions, is lost, or if 
its data is accidentally deleted and there is no recent 
data backup combined with restore capability, the data 
will be lost.forever. 

Always on risk, because .mobile devices can be ac- 
cessed even when they are not actively in use, users are 
less likely to know if they have been a victim of an rt- 
tack 

On D point focus wireless link threats. In fact, as in  E, radio 
frequency signal jamming in the proximity of the device or a 
base station can lead to disruption and nowavailability of wire- 
less devices and networks. Furthermore, the combination of 
data being transmitted over public radio frequencies and the 
weaknesses in the cryptographic algorithms (e.g. GEA, A3, 
A5, A8) pointed in [4] gives rise to digital RF scanning equip- 
ment capturing and decrypting data, leading to loss of confi- 
dentiality and information disclosure. Denial of Service At- 
tacks are also possible, as in F, by continuously transmitting 
large amounts of data to the attack point, network bandwidth 
may be saturated and, in the case of D point, the battery on the 
device drained leading to peifonnance degradation or nom 
availability. These threats are to be considered over the ustial 
threats for fixed networks. 

Moreover. for the sake of completeness, further vulnerabili- 
ties have to be considered in the overall mobile ticket applica- 
tion. regarding Bluetooth security, as PIN Attack, Location At- 
tack, Limited Authorization Levels, Random Topology, as 
noted in [5].  

IV. MOBILE TICKETING APPLICATION 

As rule of thumb, mobile ticketing support two distinct T- 
plication architectures: 

the p r o d  may reside in a ticket issuer's server, in 
which case the redemption of the ticket consists of user 
authentication to the server. This requires an online 
connection to the ticket issuer's server at the usage 
point (according to MeT, defined as virtual tickets). 

the proof may reside in a personal device, as in the 
case of the presented project, in which case the re- 
demption of the ticket consists of user authentication to 
the server and ticket download. Aftelward, an appli- 
ance on ,access gate to the service (i.e. theatre) checks 
ticket stored in Personal Trust Device (PTD). Accord- 
ing to MeT, this second architecture is referred as PTD 
tickets. 

As shown in Oa PDA connects via GSM/GPRS/UMTS (la- 
bel 1)  cellular network infrastructure to a Ticket Store Web 
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site (label 2) with Pocket Exploier As rule of thumb, ~ t ' s  
possible to consider this server valid for every kind of im- 
bile device connecting to, meaning that it's capable to offer, 
via a transcoding sei vice, content with appropnate 
textigraphics fonnat, as presented in [6]. 

WEB SERVER 

Figure 3. Mobile ticketing (PTD) architecture ofpiqject 

After ticket selection phase, whose commit is due to its 
availability, m-payment starts. For the sake of simplicity and 
without lack of generality (any third npayment third party can 
be enclosed) on Figure 3 Web server and payment server com- 
cide, even if the two services have different perimetral security 
requirements @ut of the scope of this paper). On payment com- 
mit, ticket can be released to PDA (label 3). Prior to send, 
ticket securization happens. This can be done in multiple ways, 
possibly with regard to security model adopted for mpayment, 
detailed in next sections. For example, possible ways include 
encryption (i.e.. symmetric or asymmetric keys to cipher) or 
Hash Message Authentication Coding (HMAC). The ticket 
needs to: be secuiized for reason explained in previous section 
and because of lack of user authentication methods in Blue- 
tooth 1.0. As the ticket hau been sent, i t  resides on PDA until 
event occurs. This time range presents most security concerns 
because stiictly related to user behaviour in managing PDA. 
Ticket sending back and cancelling facilities (e.g. due to steal- 
ing, loss) could be implemented to provide to the customer 
added value service not available for analogous paper tickets. 

On date event (label 4), ticket is used to access the 
event. A Bluetooth appliance is posed on gate, per- 
fomiing authentication and checking integnty and m- 
lidity of ticket. 

This application has been implemented using 

on mobile side, a Pocket PC Compaq iPAQ 3860, 
equipped with ARM SA1 I IO ,  64MB, Bluetooth and 
WinQws CE Pocket2002, 

on appliance side, a COTS laptop equipped with Any- 
coin Buetooth PCCard Type I I  emulating the appli- 
ance. 

The connection between appliance and PDA has been im- 
plemented using Bluetooth virtual ports, without use of IP lay- 
ering sockets (not yet in~plemented at time of develop). 

A more detailed desciiption of Bluetooth interaction system 
can be found in [7]. 

V. REMOTE PAYMENTS 
As well as the presented application can benefit of  Secure 

Socket Layer (SSL) as web application do, it's my intention to 
present secure layer viable for wide variety of mobile devices. 

Remote payments can be performed with embedded SIM 
Toolkit application or via WAP protocol, whose secure layer i s  
Wireless Transport Layer Security protocol. WTLS 3.0 pro- 
vides transport layer security between a WAF' client and the 
WAP gateway similar to those of  the SSL protocol used on the 
Web. WTLS certifies that the data sent has not been nianipu- 
lated by a third party, it accounts for privacy, and it also guar- 
antees that the author of  a message can be identified Figure 4. 
To avoid man in middle attack, a WTLS Class 3 should be 
used, which requires the user to be issued a client-side pub- 
lidprivate key pair. WTLS uses RSA's RC5 or ECC to enciypt 
data and transport it over wireless link: the protocol works in 
conjunction with PKI, to secure application platfomis with 
digital certificates, and wireless cookies, to provide session 
management, 

Figui-e 4. WAP 2. I security 

Under TLS Figure 4. , both the server and the client are au- 
thenticated using publiciprivate keys stored on the handset, on 
a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), as detailed in the next 
paragraph. Use of end-teend TLSiSSL (using EncryptTextO 
script function) complies with Intemet protocol standards and 
ensures that the cardholder password is never in the clear at the 
gateway level. The Issuer therefore receives the same level of 
security for password authentication as is available with any 
TLSiSSL lntemet connection [8]. Alternative approach, also 
with WPKI, uses so-called "roaming" or zereclient schemes 
where the users' private keys are stored on a secure server or 
the WAP gateway, and pulled into the transaction to support 
end-to-end encryption and digital signing. In WAP versions 
until the 2.0, gap between WTLS and SSL/TLS offered vulner- 
abilities for two attacks: 1) Man in the middle, because during 
the conversion there are fiaction of seconds when the message 
is not encrypted and therefore susceptible to eavesdropping or 
packet sniffing, 2 )  Because of the gap Cardholder and Issuer 
cannot be guaranteed that messages are not forged by an iiii- 

postor. 

WAP 2.0 resolved the WAP gap issue by defining a secure 
tunnel through the WAP gateway, which now acts as a "proxy" 
server, to maintain a TLSiSSL session all the way from the 
phone to the server. In conclusion there is a lack of reliability 
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due to power consumption, w!ith actual batteries, during en- 
cryption phase. 

VI. SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS 
blaci-opayment schemes are modeled on real world pay- 

ment instrtinients. Each of macropayment systems based on 
credit ca rds, cheques and cash instruments have a minimum 
cransnction overhead, usually, imposed by the issuing bank, 
wliicli prevents them being ~ised for micro payments. A second 
heuvy-use inhibitor factor is their heavy use of computationally 
expensive cryptographic operations, such as public key cryp- 
tography. Computational overhead makes macropayments too 
irietficient for repeated fi.equent transactions such as making a 
payment per second for a telephone call. 

In contrast, niicropaynient solutions are designed to allow 
the cfficient frequent transfer of very small amounts, in a single 
transaction. The increased efficiency is obtained by slightly re- 
laxing the security, which is acceptable due to the small 
ainoiiiits involved [9]. 

,/I. h'IJY/e.SS f l l / d I C  KejJ //7/i'i/.SlJ.lldLl/.~ (wf 
I n  order to fiilfill its p~irpose, a WPKI must be able to a- 

sure the following Services: I ) Authentication: communicating 
paities must be able to confirm the identity of the other'party; 
2 ) Confidentiality: communication between two parties niiist 
remain private; 3 Integrity: the information that is transferred 
between the parties must remain correct and unaltered; 4) Non- 
repudiation: the mei-ctiant needs to be sure that sometime in the 
futui-c the payer cannot deny having purchased that ticket and 
demand a reftitid. 

A PKI is considered wireless when at least the front-end 
devices that arc cmployed by end-users to communicate with 
other- parties (such as service providers and trusted third par- 
ties) we wireless. Mobile payments WPKI, at stat e of the art, 
can rely on two different algorithms of asymmetric cryptogra- 
phy: RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), whose de- 
tail can be referred to [ IO]. While RSA represents a reliable 
industty standard, included by most mantifacturers, an ex- 
tremely valid alternative for this sclieine is ECC with advan- 
tages as improved performance [ I  I] ,  smaller memory and 
processing i~cquirenients. and generally lower cost of iinple- 
menration 

End users bcncfit fiam longr battery lifetimes on mobile 
dcvicc.; and lower messaging costs for wireless communica- 
tions. ECC brings similar benefit to smart cards, such as strong 
security. increased speed. lower costs and high performance. 
This strength and performance is delivered without requiring a 
cryptographic co-processor as used in RSA. The small size of 
ECC key pairs, certificates, and implementation efficiency en- 
ables the use of inexpensive smart cards with low memory re- 
quirements. 

1) .%IlLll? COId.7 

M -payment smart cards, following the standard specifica- 
tion IS0 7816-X and ISOiIEC 14443-1, should provide 1) 
Taniper-I-esistant storage for protecting private keys and other 
Ibi-ins of personal information (even if vulnerable to optical 
probing attack [ 121). 2) Isolate security-critical computations 

involving authcntication, digital signatures, and key exchange 
fron; other parts of the system that do not have a "need to 
know", 3) Enable portability of credentials and other private 
information between computers ti work, home, or on the load 
As rule of thumb, Figure 5 shows vaiious strategies to store 
cryptographic keys needed for strong authentication 

Figure 5 .  Referred I'aynent Architecture shategies 

For example, the keys can be stored in mobile device HW 
module as well as in a WAP Identity Module (WIM) resident 
in the SIM (SWIM) or in a removable smait card that can be 
inserted in a dual slot phone. 

A typical smart card chip for mobile payments includes a 
microprocessor able to provide syniiasyni encryption, ROM 
(operating instructions storage), RAM (data during processing 
storage), and EPROM or EEPROM memory for non-volatile 
storage of information. Asymmetric encryption, and therefore 
smart card equipped with embedded crypto processor, is the 
only provider of nonrepudiation service, needed for 
macropayments and remote transactions. Tradeoffs between 
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography choice, with require- 
ments achievable by both, resides on scalability of architecture 
and cost of computation speed (e.g., RSA needs a coprocessor, 
raising the cost of the card). 

B. Atrlhenticrition 
Authentication, information used to verify. an identity 

claimed, is generally the second step of a two-step process: 1) 
Identification-The user claims an identity, usually by supplying 
a user ID to the security system, 2) Authentication- The user 
supplies or generates authentication information that corrobo- 
rates the binding between the person and the identifier. 

An authentication service using only one authentication 
fz tor  [ 131 may be vulnerable: combining two or more factors 
provides greater security (strong authentication). Even if mo- 
bile device has to be considered a PTD, mobile payments re- 
quirements cannot afford to these mechanisms. For this reason 
different user authentication mechanisms are implemented, so 
the Issuers can choose preferred authentication method, mostly 
related, at the moment, to t k  too vulnerable password mecha- 
nism. These are valid until access to mobile phone will be 
driven by biometrics trait (e.g. voice, thumbprints). 

1) Asjmtnietric Authentication 
Using asymmetric cryptography will enable the exchange 

of authenticated messages and secret data without exchanging 
the secrets needed for performing authentication. Typically, as 
for WTLS, TLS, SSL, a public-key authentication mechanism 
follows a challenge-response mode. The user, or rather soft- 
ware on the computer, can use the user's private key to digitally 
sign a challenge from the authentication server to generate the 
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response. The user sends this back to the server together with 
the PKC. The authentication server validates the PKC and, if 
this is successful, verifies the digital signature using the user’s 
public key from the PKC, so authenticating the user. This 
handshake can be performed on different channels, as shown in 
Figure6. . 

Figure 6. Shopping and authentication channel in VISA 3D SecureTM 

As rule of thumb, to authenticate cardholders using asy ni- 
metric signature, the Issuer needs to consider the following: 1) 
Key storage: generation, storage, and PIN access to the private 
key in the cardholder’s system (SWIM, WIM in dual slot etc.), 
2 )  Certificate issuance: the type of certificate employed, 3) !2- 
viceisubscriber certificate: the cert ificate contains information 
related to the phone hardware such as SIM ID, and possibly 
subscription information, 4) Cardholder certificate: the certifi- 
cate contains information about the cardholder, such as the 
name, 5 )  Authentication channels: the channel (e.g. WAP) se- 
lected to exchange challenge and signature. These elements can 
be combined in different ways to form full authentication solu- 
tions. 

2) SyJninehic key authentication 
Symmetric key cryptography is used for on-line transac- 

tions and to protect the authenticity and integnty of data by 
generating message authentication codes (MAC). Most vendors 
use a standard authentication protocol using cryptographic hash 
functions based on the ANSI X9.9 standard for Macs (e.g. 
SHA-I , MDS); others use a propnet ary protocol. Authentica- 
tion Modes with MAC can be Asynchronous (Challenge Re- 
sponse) or Synchronous (Response only, TimeiEvent synchro- 
nous): in some implementations, the token and authentication 
server recalculate the user’s shared secret after each authentica- 
tion event. In these cases the central authority, or issuer, gener- 
ates a key or key pair that is placed on the card during person- 
alization. The card generates the MAC by performing the 
specified algorithm over a defined set of data that is known as 
the “challenge”. This challenge is defined for the application to 
be unique for each transaction. The MAC (and any necessary 
transaction data) is then delivered to the issuer, which must 

, verify the MAC. The issuer determines the correct key based 
on the card account number, then validates the received MAC 
by generating a MAC using the same data and algorithm. If the 
received and generated MACS match, then the issuer can be 
ceitain that the data was not altered and was provided by the 
card‘s application. Issuer can adopt a synchronous authentica- 
tion mode based on authentication tokens (of any kind), some- 

thing that only the user possesses, rather than something that 
only a user knows. All OTP-generating tokens use symmetric 
cryptography: each user’s token has a unique, pasonal, shared 
secret key that is used to encrypt some data (depending on the 
mode) to generate the OTP. This secret key is shared with the 
authentication server, allowing the server to duplicate the en- 
cryption process and generate the OTP that it expects from the 
user: a match authenticates the user. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Mobile ticketing and mpayments, due to diffusion of PDA 
and mobile phones, can represent a sprea&use application in 
the mobile world. This paper aimed to provide a general ova- 
view of mobile ticketing security, based on open standard 
models, focusing on security weaknesses and holes present in 
literature, relating to choice rationales regarding to security 
levels and adaptability to actual limited mobile device compu- 
tational resources. Security design has to be linked to client 
equipment, payment size and possibly to related mpayment 
issuer and provider: it’s possible to adopt countermeasures so 
the big concems can focus on PTD owner behavior and trans- 
action actors perimetral security. In the future, biometric trait, 
on mobile device, can solve most concems related to user be- 
havior. 
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